aware of and challenged patriarchal norms. All three of the texts Barbas-Rhoden studies in this chapter examine how women's newfound consciousness of oppression impacted their lives and the lives of those around them. Additionally, these characters' stories, in some small and in some large ways, challenge the function of history and story-telling as citizens of the nation. BarbasRhoden highlights the various manifestations of activism that Alegría utilizes, such as how reading or writing become activist endeavors-and arguably revolutionary acts-in the lives of each of her main characters.
The next chapter shifts the reader's attention to the works of Gioconda Belli, set in Nicaragua. While Belli's novels likewise explore the development of political consciousness, the role of gender, race, and class in modern society, and the contestations of historical memory, Belli also utilizes the trope of mother/daughter relationships as a critical site of tension, mystery, dissolution and nation-building. Barbas-Rhoden studies three novels by Belli: La mujer habitada (1988), Sofía de los presagios (1992) and Waslala (1996) . In this chapter, the author focuses on the overarching narratives of gender identity, subaltern populations, and silenced experiences. She also posits that Belli's use of alternative narrative style in her novels provides a challenge to normative storytelling in much the same way that her narratives textually challenge the national narrative. Many of Belli's works are non-linear compendia of multiple voices, with many speakers narrating their experiences through the eyes of multiple "main" characters. Thus the project itself articulates the feminist practice of non-hierarchical speaking privilege, whilst the plot simultaneously showcases the lives of women experiencing their own feminist awakenings.
Chapter Three presents an analysis of several works by Rosario Aguilar. Aguilar is one of Nicaragua's most celebrated and prolific female authors. Her work spans over four decades and has been widely translated around the world. Barbas-Rhoden focuses primarily on three of her historical novels: Rosa Sarmiento (1968), Las doce y veintinueve (1975) , and La niña blanca y los pájaros sin pies (1992). The author astutely points out how Aguilar creates narratives that examine historical moments through women-centered feminist plots, thus providing a critique of both the national narrative and the way citizens are expected, or even permitted, to hear about history. Motherhood comes to the forefront again as a site of tension; however, unlike Belli, Aguilar expounds on the imposition of maternity and the resulting regulations and restrictions to both women's bodies and identities that maternity affords. Barbas-Rhoden keenly perceives Aguilar's treatment of maternity as an indictment of the manner in which a patriarchal nationstate exploits motherhood and maternity to regulate women's lives in ways that fatherhood and paternity are not used to regulate men's lives.
In Chapter Four, Barbas-Rhoden turns to the last of the authors in her study, Tatiana Lobo, whose publications have been largely in the form of Costa Rican historical novels and short stories. While the breadth of Lobo's work is expansive, for the purposes of this analysis Barbas-Rhoden examined Tiempo de claveles (1990), Asalto al paraíso (1992) , Entre Dios y el Diablo (1993) and Calypso (1996) .Of all the authors discussed throughout the text, arguably the most controversial is Lobo. Her work challenges gender, race, class, citizenship, and not just the historical narrative in general, but who has the right to draft such a narrative. This chapter also proves to be the most engaged with theoretical discussions of cultural assimilation and identity, utilizing theories such as Mary Louise Pratt's contact zones and Gayatri Spivak's subalternity to frame her arguments. Lobo explores the above-mentioned throughout her novels, but it is her treatment of globalization, cultural marginalization, and neo-colonial politics that sets her work apart from the others.
